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Artist's conception - Construction on the new 10,000 seat arena will begin early this year

By DOUG WATROUSE
Sports Editor

The arena will be located on campus and will have a seating capacity of 10,000, making it the largest indoor sports facility in the area. The arena will feature state-of-the-art amenities, including spacious locker rooms, a full-size basketball court, and multiple concession stands. The arena will also feature a separate entrance for visiting teams and fans, making it easier to manage crowd flow and reduce congestion.

The Fine Line
Check out Dan Hocchaitefs review of Wayne's latest release. See article on page 3.

E. Kentucky Fried
LU captures another Division 1 home win. Can winning ways continue? See page 6.

Most of Student's Center
Is David's Place properly equipped for the handicapped? See Bruce Stanlof's column on page 2.
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7000 Pro-lifers participate in 16th annual March for Life

By KEITH MILLER
Sports Editor

The march, which began in 1973, is a pro-life protest against abortion. This year's march was the largest in history, with over 70,000 participants from around the world.

Champion: Why did you come to the March for Life?
Champion: What are your short range goals?

SR: Coaching is the one thing that drives me. If you can't coach, you have nothing to offer. You can be a Hall of Famer, but if you can't coach, you're not a Hall of Famer.

Crown's Rutigliano drawn by a 'unique' LU

By BY WYNN SCHROEDER
Sports Editor

The Rutigliano was unique in the way he coached. He was always prepared, always had a plan, and always knew what he wanted from his team. He never took anything for granted and always believed in his players. The Rutigliano Left 25-Star 70
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Senior dorms lacking adequate parking, necessary amenities

By B.C. SHEETZ
Sports Editor

LU seniors in the dormitories now have the option of using the large laundry room facilities, which are open 24 hours a day. The laundry rooms are well-equipped with washing machines and dryers, and there is a coin-operated system for payment. Each dormitory building has its own laundry room, and there is also a central laundry facility for the entire campus.

The laundry facilities are being used by students to wash their clothes, and the demand for laundry services is increasing. The laundry facilities are well-organized, and the laundry staff is trained to provide excellent service. The laundry facilities are open 24 hours a day, and there is ample parking for students who are using the laundry facilities.

The Liberty University Student Senate has been fighting for adequate parking for years. The student government has made numerous requests to the administration for more parking spaces, but the administration has not been responsive. The student government has also requested that the administration provide better access to the dormitories, but the administration has not been responsive.

The student government has also requested that the administration provide better access to the dormitories, but the administration has not been responsive. The student government has also requested that the administration provide better access to the dormitories, but the administration has not been responsive.
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The Reagan years: Eight years of achievements and disappointments

Ronald Reagan leaves the White House to become the highest paid commercial spokesman ever...

It was a winning note, no less. As he has always done, he spoke it, in his infinite grace, in His infinite glory, down upon America. The air was crisp and the weather was like spring. No other morning could have been quite appropriate for what was about to happen.

As we walked to the stand where he was to deliver his inaugural address, he did something peculiar. He paused for a moment to bow his head. He asked for the Lord to inspire him to turn the words he needed to order our nation.

But here was a man whom many had called weak, whom many had called insincere, whom many had called too liberal to guide our nation.

Yet here was a man who had placed God first, who had put the things that once made America a great nation.

As Christians, we often use the phrase "Where the spirit of the Lord is, there is life." These were the words on many minds that day as the reigns of leadership were passed from one man to another. It was during this time that America learned what mass meant to most of us.

There are those who have not made a decision for Christ, my light will continue to shine for my Lord Jesus Christ.

Reynard Valdez is Religion Editor for The Champion.

Six steps toward having a stupendous semester at LU

Jeff Simmons

I know that you’re all still cherishing those wonderful memories of the last day of holiday joy — slick snow-covered hills, oozing marshmallows, exchange lines and your favorite channel’s "Jonny’s Bar B-Q Party." But I hope you thought I’d remind you that a brand new year and semester are underway.

As part of your busy schedules, I have completed a list of practical suggestions that I hope you will find helpful.

1. Change your views. Yes, ya mouth with plain 

with the option of having a healthy 

producer’s remorse.

For all those who for some reason may have a simplyrotary year, and now 
making sure and reusing this article to 
mark your place in the ever popular book, "The Practice of Values, Moral Principles, and Goals," have gone.

3. Get involved socially. In other words, ask girls, 
Girls, accept, Who knows? Your life-long 
friendship may be one of the most far-reaching and lasting friendships you’ll ever have.

4. With respect to number one, 

2. Make an effort to attend enough 

3. In order to avoid social 

the measure of protection and power.

They have failed that one of them asked me what I believed in. I 
Without my knowledge, these medicine people had com­ 
these are the words on many minds that day as the reigns of leadership were passed from one man to another. It was during this time that America learned what mass meant to most of us.

You may have been 

Liberty University
Box 20000
Liberty University
Lynchburg, VA 24506-8001

Dr. G

I hope this note of sage wisdom will have been useful. As far as I am concerned, it’ll make a great book-

Jeffrey Simmonsis a guest co-
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Bush asks for help from God at address

Anthony Perrone
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White man's religion' spread to Jacaripa Apache Indians; Christ shared through testimony

The Liberty Champion

Dr. G

You’ve raised a major concern in your life and you’re feeling lost or 
finding your way around this move. You want to change 
from this standpoint, the lack of spiritual awareness among 
much new young students experience them.

All in all, it’s a new and very important 
approach to college life. For you young people, 
all of these new ambassadors are certainly 
helpful. They will guide you along as you 
move through your college journey.

The Liberty Champion is distributed every 
Wednesday when school is in session.
Watson's latest release walks 'Fine Line'  

Wayne Watson has been in the contemporary Christian music industry for some time now, releasing albums which have all had songs that Bragging about. Watson's latest release, "Fine Line," try for many years now, releasing albums which have all had songs or another. The vast majority of CM Watson is like that, but in my view, the man shows all the more in his humility. Watson is the type of man who wouldn't give you the door off the stage. His ideas are clearly portrayed; there's nothing wrong about what it is to say. And, he expresses those ideas in very creative ways. Watson was the first cut on "Long Arm of the Lord." (Catch the play on words yet.) "Yesterday's News" is another in which Watson compares the nefarious parade people sometime show up. In Watson, he was boiling with a dog with a wire. At first, it was that sinking feeling, then, Watson expresses, "The idea is often a barbs in the cause." He concludes, "Society's emergencies...come and go, but I dare not the grief nor the gratitude. The Liberty Champion, Friday, Feb. 3, 1989 page 3
'Operation Omega' deals with Christ's second coming

By MEGAN BEARDER

"Wow, excellent! I thought the good news team was..."

"Madeline, what is so important to you.

"It has something to do with the French Revolution..."

"Yes, I know. That's why we need to be prepared for the coming of the Lord and the creation of the Tribulation and the coming of Christ." [Cut to the copy editor.]

"Would you stand up for faith even if it meant death? Are you reading the Bible as you should? Do you sign the World Global Peace Christian Doctrine?" [Cut to the prodigal Gina Smith.]

"Well, folks, we're back. (I know—"

"...I can't even recite a dozen verses." [Cut to the audience.]

"...myself, my car and both of my friends"

"...in theory, can be directed to major points available via air."" [Cut to the price for the trip, including airfare, being advertised on a television screen.]

"...I hear a very hushed "Whew!" sighing from somewhere among the audience."

"...橡胶ized ceilings and candle lit tables adorned with fresh flowers and gold-embellished ceilings." [Cut to the bank restaurant, fine dining establishment.]
By JimmY Jackson

Liberty grapplers dropped the final two decisions. The Flames went without probable National qualifier Warren Stewart, skilled Ron Frank, both out due to injuries. Still, Coach Don Shuler said he was pleased with the determination of his wrestlers.

In an earlier match, the Liberty University wrestlers began 1989 with style, beating Winston Salem State University 29-12 on Jan. 13. The match began with a 10-3 victory by Loren Baum at 118. Jeff Greiner, a freshman, won at 124, as did Warren Stewart at 135 and Doug Truax at 197. Liberty's big men came through as well with victories by Shawn Morley at 170 and Matt Mills at 197. Morley's turn Morley, a chiseler win two from North Carolina

The Liberty Flames wrestling team lost a grueling dual meet Saturday afternoon to Old Dominion University, 34-17. The Flames were without probable National qualifier Warren Stewart, skilled Ron Frank, both out due to injuries. Still, Coach Don Shuler said he was pleased with the determination of his wrestlers.

The Flames were without probable National qualifier Warren Stewart, skilled Ron Frank, both out due to injuries. Still, Coach Don Shuler said he was pleased with the determination of his wrestlers.
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**Flames in Colloins in thriller**

By MARK SKULL

The Liberty Flames defied the Colonels of Eastern Kentucky 62-61 on Monday night before a packed-out Liberty Gymnasium.

LU jumped out to an early 9-4 lead with hot outside shooting, pressure defense, and good free-throw rebounding. "The intense defense and rebounding gave us the Flames many second-ball opportunities and this enabled us to extend their lead to 20-11.

But this did not continue. Liberty fell to 33-62 at the LU gym.

73-62 in the tenth game of the season against six-game winning Northern Kentucky. "I thought the difference in the ball-handling was the key to this team. Just what all the doors for us."

Lady Flames lose heartbreaker to VCU after gutsy comeback

By JEFFREY SIMMONS

Coming off of two straight losses, the Liberty University Lady Flames basketball team lost a heartbreaker to Virginia Commonwealth University, 77-76, on Sunday, taking their record to 7-10.

It was the second time this year a young LU team had lost after leading. "I'm just a senior Saundra Bridges, who had a game high 21 points, for most of the first half. The Flames were unable to find the rim in the second half, going 29 percent from the floor compared to the Lady Rams' 54 percent. The Flames also had a 7-12 margin in the rebound department. "The Lady Flames Head Coach Mike Goad attributed this to the Lady Ram's 47 percent.

The Lady Rams were soon able to master the press, going 6-27 from the floor in the second half. "We had plenty of opportunities," said he said. "It was just a matter of experience against non-experience." VCU controlled the opening and also the momentum of the game for much of the second half. "The Flames were unable to find the rim in the second half, going 29 percent from the floor compared to the Lady Rams' 54 percent. The Flames also had a 7-12 margin in the rebound department. "The Lady Flames Head Coach Mike Goad attributed this to the Lady Ram's 47 percent.

The top three teams in the Southeastern Conference will compete against each other in Washington D.C. on Jan. 29th.

The following are the teams ranked in the top 20 as of this week:

4) North Carolina- This team could have talent than any in the country.

2) Oklahoma- Mookie & Co. keep on winning.

8) Arizona- How good is this team? Can they win it all?

10) Florida State- This team will have to prove itself come March.

14) Syracuse-Will the real Orange be revealed in the tournament?

20) Georgia Tech- Can the Huskies play a 6-12 game too?

1) UNLV- Oklahoma better hope it has a big lead by halftime.

9) Seton Hall- The Hall has to be a factor in the Big East)

13) North Carolina State- This team could have a big jump off the ground.

15) Kansas State- They have a defense.

16) UNLV- Oklahoma better hope it has a big lead by halftime.

3) Missouri- Marty Blake, NBA future.

11) Ohio State- Gary Williams is playing big this year.

12) Georgia Tech- Can the Huskies play a 6-12 game too?

17) Temple- They have a defense.

18) Tennessee- They have a defense.

20) Georgia Tech- Can the Huskies play a 6-12 game too?


The Flames dominate the conference and lead the nation in three-pointers. "A win over VCU would have been big," he related. "Again, it was just a matter of experience coming against a tough team."

VCU took advantage of this loss of momentum and eventually tied the score 76-76 on two free throws by Lorraine Ellison after a Stephanie Cox foul. On the successive possession, The Flames turned the ball over with 11 seconds left and were forced to foul, sending Heath Burks to the one-point-one-one-one line. The Colonels made one of two giving VCU a one-point lead. A jump ball was called on the rebound of Heath Burks before Heath Burks foul, putting possession back to VCU.

Both teams had key players on the bench, but the Flames turned the ball over with 11 seconds left and were forced to foul, sending Heath Burks to the one-point-one-one-one line. The Colonels made one of two giving VCU a one-point lead. A jump ball was called on the rebound of Heath Burks before Heath Burks foul, putting possession back to VCU.

Even though they suffered a loss, Coach Goad was happy with his team's experience they gained from playing a tough team. "A win over VCU would have been big," he related. "Again, it was just a matter of experience coming against a tough team."
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